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The report from the United Nations seems to indicate a large amount  of deadly gas was aimed
at Syrian civilians on August 21.  The U.S. has  already concluded the gas came from the
Assad government, and not the  rebels.  If that is true, by what authority does the U.S. claim
 the right to bomb Syrian civilians in the name of stopping chemical  weapons?
Or keep arming rebels in Syria or the military in Egypt?

  

Larry Everest says this crisis is not really about chemical weapons, but about global aims of the
U.S. in the region in Syria: Diplomacy… and Ongoing Danger of a U.S. Attack

  
  

The tyrannical, murderous regime of a small, oppressed  country is being forced under threat of
bombardment to partially disarm  by reactionary powers with far, far, far greater arsenals of
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death and  destruction—including nuclear weapons that are qualitatively more savage  and
dangerous than chemical weapons—precisely in order to preserve  their monopoly over these
weapons of cataclysmic death and  destruction…The Obama team may be calculating that
because it lacks any  good or easy options in Syria, striking this deal can be to its  advantage,
including because by appearing to “give peace a chance” it  can build greater support for a
possible military assault later if that  is deemed necessary.

    

Everest does not say that any one course has already been determined,  is inevitable, or
without grave risk for the U.S. war planners.  It’s  very worth watching Everest speak last week,
just before Obama’s speech and the announcement of “negotiations.”

  

Dennis Loo, in a 2 part series, looks at what scenarios the U.S. may be considering re Syria and
Iran in Syria: Jubilation is Unwarranted :

  
  

Obama has not suddenly found his Nobel Peace Prize  persona and people should not jettison
their hard won disillusionment  for what he has done since being elected president in 2008.

  

This is the same Obama who proposed bombing Syria irrespective of  Congress, irrespective of
international law, the Nuremberg Tribunal, and  the UN Charter..

  

Negotiations and “peace” agreements are all part of the arsenal of  weapons that Empires use
to get what they want. And what the U.S. Empire  wants is not really the disarming of Assad’s
chemical weapons but the  removal of Assad from office. As reactionary as Assad is (very), he
has  become an obstacle to (especially) U.S. and Israel’s plans for the  region.

    

In part 2 ,  Dennis quotes Zbigniew Brezezinsky (who was National Security Adviser  to
President Jimmy Carter and “author of the U.S. policy of backing the  Afghan mujahedeen
against the Soviet invasion and occupation of  Afghanistan from 1979-1989. This policy gave
birth to al-Qaeda whose  revenge for having the rug pulled out from under them after the U.S.
got  what it wanted with the Russian withdrawal is most spectacularly known  as 9/11.”):
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I think the problem with Syria is its potentially  destabilizing and contagious effect—namely, the
vulnerability of Jordan,  of Lebanon, the possibility that Iraq will really become part of a  larger
Sunni-Shiite sectarian conflict, and that there could be a grand  collision between us and the
Iranians. I think the stakes are larger and  the situation is far less predictable and certainly not
very  susceptible to effective containment just to Syria by American power.

    

It’s imperative we step back from assumptions that this crisis is  about chemical weapons, just
about Syria or regime change there, or…  that it’s over.
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